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Polarization gating is used to extend a real-time, single-shot, carrier-envelope phase (CEP)
measurement, based on high-energy above-threshold ionization in xenon, to the multi-cycle regime.
The single-shot CEP precisions achieved are better than 175 and 350 mrad for pulse durations up
to 10 fs and 12.5 fs, respectively, while only 130 lJ of pulse energy are required. This opens the
door to study and control of CEP-dependent phenomena in ultra-intense laser-matter interaction
C 2011
using optical parametric chirped pulse amplifier based tera- and petawatt class lasers. V
American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3641472]
Although a multitude of carrier-envelope phase (CEP)
effects in laser-matter interactions produced by few-cycle
pulses have been predicted, measured, and utilized,1–3 investigation and control of CEP effects with multi-cycle pulses is
still a burgeoning field. Of particular interest are phenomena
expected for ultra-intense laser-matter interaction driven by
short pulse optical-parametric chirped-pulse amplification
(OPCPA) based tera- and petawatt class lasers,4 such as electron acceleration5 and sequential multiple ionization6 or
applications in the generation of intense isolated attosecond
pulses.7 Accomplishing these goals requires either control or
measurement of the CEP. As typical repetition rates (a few
Hz) of most tera- and petawatt class lasers exclude implementing standard CEP locking, a precise, real-time, single
CEP measurement of every multi-cycle pulse is ideal.
Single-shot CEP measurement of few-cycle pulses based
on rescattered high-energy electron spectra using abovethreshold ionization (HATI) in Xe was demonstrated by
Wittmann et al.8 This technique was recently improved to a
high precision, single-shot, real-time, carrier-envelope phase
meter (CEPM),9,10 thereby facilitating CEP tagging, which
allows investigation of CEP-dependent effects without the
requirement of CEP stabilization.11 Alternatively, the measurement can serve as CEP-feedback mechanism to enhance
CEP stabilization.12 The CEPM utilizes a stereographic measurement of the energy-dependent ATI spectrum to determine left-right asymmetry parameters from two energy
regions, which exhibit roughly a sinusoidal CEP dependence
shifted by 90 to each other.9 Plotting these two asymmetries
against one another, for each laser shot, yields a parametric
asymmetry plot (PAP) in which the polar angle, #, corresponds to the CEP, u, as #  u þ u0 and the radius, r, can
be used to determine the pulse duration of every single lasershot at kHz repetition rates,13 see Fig. 1(a). Here, u0 is an
arbitrary but fixed offset phase.
The precision of the CEP measurement, D/, is dominated
by statistical error due to electron counting and can be approxia)
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mated as D/ ﬃ Dr=r.9 In our measurement, the radial deviation, Dr, is typically  0:1, independent of the pulse duration.
As the radius decreases for multi-cycle pulses, Du increases
and single-shot CEP precision is reduced. Therefore, this technique is no longer practical if the pulse duration approaches
8.5 fs, where CEP uncertainty exceeds 350 mrad (20 ).
In this letter, we use polarization gating (PG), a technique well known for its use in generating isolated attosecond pulses from multi-cycle lasers,14,15 to achieve high
precision single-shot, real-time CEP measurement over an
extended range of pulse durations. This facilitates detailed
investigation of CEP phenomena in laser matter interaction
of few-cycle and multi-cycle lasers, particularly if they are
generated with low repetition rates.
In our experimental setup, see Fig. 1(b), the output of the
Ti:Sapphire FemtopowerTM CompactTM Pro HP/HR CEP (28

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The CEPM delivers coordinates (r; #) of each
laser shot in the PAP within 20 ls using fast standalone electronics, see
Refs. 8 and 9. The beam is only weakly focused (FM) and pulse energy is
controlled by an adjustable aperture (AP). (b) Experimental setup to study
enhancing effects of polarization gating (PG) as a function of pulse duration.
fm – flip mirror, the PG optics FWP – full wave plate, BW – Brewster window, QWP – zero order quarter wave plate, PM – plane mirror. Replacing
the fm with a beam splitter and the FC-SPIDER with a primary CEP dependent experiment allows CEP tagging. (c) Birefringent optics used to generate
the PG pulse from in going linear polarization.
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fs, 1 mJ, 4 kHz) is spectrally broadened in a neon-filled hollow core fiber and compressed by chirped mirrors and fused
silica wedges. The initial pulse duration is changed by controlling the spectral bandwidth using the gas pressure in the hollow core fiber. It is measured with a commercially available
SPIDER that is specifically designed for few-cycle pulses (FC
SPIDER by APE GmbH).16 A flip mirror (fm) redirects the
beam through birefringent quartz optics to form the PG pulse,
while the wedges (W1, W2) are tuned to achieve the shortest
pulse in the FC-SPIDER as well as in the CEPM when the PG
is inactive, i.e., when the optic axes of all polarizing optics are
aligned with the incoming polarization of the pulse (inactive
PG). For a CEP tagging measurement, one would replace the
flip mirror with a beam splitter and the FC-SPIDER with the
CEP experiment of interest.
Our PG optics, Fig. 1(c), consist of a multi-order quartz
full-wave plate (FWP) with optic axis 45 to the incoming
linear polarization, a pellicle Brewster window (BW), and a
zero-order quarter wave-plate (QWP) with optic axis 0 to
the incoming linear polarization. The duration of the resulting linear PG in the overlap region of the counter rotating elliptical polarized pulses is given by7
dtG ¼

enth s2
:
lnð2Þ Td

(1)

Here, s is the pulse duration and e ¼ 0:75 is the ellipticity outside the PG, which is controlled by the incident angle to the
BW. The threshold ellipticity, nth , below which the normalized
yield of HATI electrons is larger than 0.1, is nth ¼ 0:15.17 The
introduced delay time, Td ¼ nT, between the counter rotating
pulses can be varied in steps of the cycle time, T ¼ 2:7 fs,
using different thicknesses for the quartz FWP. Deviating
angles of the FWP’s and the QWP’s optic axis to the initial
linear polarization are used to fine tune the direction of the linear polarization within the gate and the gate width.18
PG restricts the generation of CEP sensitive HATI electrons to a short time window where the laser pulse is linearly
polarized by exploiting the quick drop in the yield for
increased ellipticity, i.e., in the same way the high harmonic
generation is restricted in isolated attosecond pulse generation.
This enhances the CEP dependent left-right asymmetries in
HATI spectra from multi-cycle laser pulses, thereby improving the CEP sensitivity of the CEPM and extending the upper
limit in pulse duration where precise single-shot CEP measurement is accessible. The effectiveness of this approach is
shown in Fig. 2(a) where the averaged radius as function of
pulse duration with inactive and active PG for three different
delays is plotted. Each data point was obtained by averaging
the radial coordinate of 40 000 consecutive laser shots with
random CEP after the energy regions were optimized to
ensure a linear dependence between # and the CEP, i.e., a circular distribution in the parametric plot that is identified with
a phase shift of 90 between the two asymmetries.9 The
single-shot CEP error is shown in Fig. 2(b).
To use a CEPM for CEP tagging or as CEP-feedback
mechanism, a precision of at least 20 , i.e., the stability typically achieved with CEP locking, should be maintained. For
inactive PG, this benchmark is exceeded below  8:5 fs.
With PG, the benchmark is achieved at  10:0 fs and  12:5
fs for delays of Td ¼ 10:8 fs and Td ¼ 13:5 fs, respectively.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Averaged radius as function of pulse duration
with inactive and active PG having retardations. The lines are fitted peak
functions to guide the eye for visible convenience. Error bars indicate the
standard deviation, Dr, for radius determination respectively the uncertainty
of the FC-SPIDER measurement. (b) Corresponding single-shot CEP error.
Horizontal and vertical dashed lines mark when the precision benchmark is
exceeded.

Thus, we propose the use of a PG with Td ¼ 10:8 fs to
increase the single-shot CEP precision in the range from 6.5
fs to 8.5 fs and Td ¼ 13.0 fs for pulse durations above 9.0 fs.
As it can be seen from Eq. (1), the increase in delay is
required to maintain a constant gate width of less than or
approximately equal to half an optical cycle (dtG ﬃ 1:3 fs),
which is needed to generate sufficient CEP asymmetries in
the left-right HATI spectra.19
However, the improvement diminishes when moving to
even larger delay as it is shown in the Td ¼ 16.2 fs data, which
has increased CEP-error below 10.0 fs. This behavior can be
understood as follows: With respect to the intensity in the
elliptically polarized portion of the pulse outside of the gate, a
greater delay generates a pulse with a relatively lowered intensity inside the linearly polarized gate (gate intensity). This
requires increased pulse energy to keep the gate intensity sufficiently high and in turn enables the direct electrons from
outside the gate to reach kinetic energies that are comparable
to the CEP sensitive rescattered electrons from inside the
gate. These fast direct electrons act as a background signal
and cause a lowered signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the CEP
measurement which lowers the precision. Additionally,
Fig. 2(b) shows that the Td ¼ 16.2 fs and Td ¼ 13.5 fs data
have a similarly CEP-error above 10.0 fs and it is not possible
to push the precision benchmark further using the greater
delay. This behavior occurs as longer pulses require longer
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delays to maintain the half cycle gate, what results in a longer
leading elliptical part of the pulse outside the gate and simultaneously requires higher pulse energy to keep sufficient gate
intensity. The longer the leading edge becomes and the more
intensity it has, the more fast direct electrons there will be
and the more the target will be depleted at the time of the
gate. This mechanism causes an overall upper limit for the
applicability of PG to extend real-time, single-shot CEP measurement to the multi-cycle regime.
If one assumes a Gaussian focus and obtains the pulse duration from the PG pulse’s envelope numerically, the optimal
gate intensity is found to be between 5  1013 W/cm2 and
12  1013 W/cm2 for our measurements. These numbers are
consistent with observed cut-off positions in the electron spectra assuming that rescattered electrons generated from the gate
follow the well-known cut-off law for linear polarization.20
To reach this intensity with linearly polarized 6 fs pulses, 30
lJ pulse energy are sufficient while PG pulses with duration
of 11 fs and a delay of Td ¼ 13:5 fs require about four times
this pulse energy. Although this is still only a tiny fraction of
the available pulse energy at tera- or petawatt laser systems, it
will be a limiting factor for lower energy tabletop systems.
Knowing the gate intensity and the required gate width,
one can estimate at which pulse duration the target depletion
precludes an accurate CEP measurement. The ionization probability as function of pulse duration for three different intensities was calculated using the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov
ionization rate,21 see Fig. 3. At a pulse duration of 13:0 fs,
even for the lowest considered gate intensity, 5  1013 W/
cm2, only 10% of the atoms are left in the ground state and
are available to generate CEP sensitive HATI electrons, while
90% of the freed electrons are weakly CEP sensitive direct
electrons from the elliptical polarized leading edge. This
causes lowered SNR and leads to increased single-shot CEP
error. Thus, ground state depletion and background signal due
to fast direct electrons prevent the applicability of PG at the
CEPM to push the limit in pulse duration beyond 12.5 fs.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Total ionization probability for the ground state of
Xenon gas at the time point of the gate (t ¼ 0) calculated for three different
gate intensities used in the experiments, 5  1013 W/cm2, 8  1013 W/cm2,
and 12  1013 W/cm2. The gate width was kept equal to half
Ð 0 an optical cycle
(tG ¼ 1:3 fs). The probability is given as P ¼ 1  expð 1 wðtÞdtÞ, where
wðtÞ is the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov ionization rate, see Ref. 21.
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In conclusion, we extended a precise, real-time singleshot CEP measurement to multi-cycle laser pulses using PG
while maintaining all advantages of the technique,9,10 e.g.,
consistent long-term operation and real-time CEP diagnostic
within 20 ls after the laser shot. The technique22 achieves
single-shot CEP precision below 175 mrad (10 ) for pulse
durations up to 10.0 fs and is practical up to 12.5 fs where a
precision of 350 mrad (20 ) is reached. The pulse energy
consumption is only  130 lJ which allows simple data tagging11 thereby enabling the study and control of CEP dependent effects, e.g., in ultra-intense laser-matter interaction
with OPCPA based tera- and petawatt class lasers. Further, it
may serve as a feedback mechanism if CEP stabilization is
desired and feasible or as CEP pulse picking criterion for
connected experiments.
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